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Abstract: In recent years, deep learning techniques for processing 3D point cloud data have seen sig-
nificant advancements, given their unique ability to extract relevant features and handle unstructured
data. These techniques find wide-ranging applications in fields like robotics, autonomous vehicles,
and various other computer-vision applications. This paper reviews the recent literature on key tasks,
including 3D object classification, tracking, pose estimation, segmentation, and point cloud comple-
tion. The review discusses the historical development of these methods, explores different model
architectures, learning algorithms, and training datasets, and provides a comprehensive summary of
the state-of-the-art in this domain. The paper presents a critical evaluation of the current limitations
and challenges in the field, and identifies potential areas for future research. Furthermore, the emer-
gence of transformative methodologies like PoinTr and SnowflakeNet is examined, highlighting their
contributions and potential impact on the field. The potential cross-disciplinary applications of these
techniques are also discussed, underscoring the broad scope and impact of these developments. This
review fills a knowledge gap by offering a focused and comprehensive synthesis of recent research
on deep learning techniques for 3D point cloud data processing, thereby serving as a useful resource
for both novice and experienced researchers in the field.

Keywords: 3D data; deep learning; mesh; point cloud; voxel

1. Introduction

Over the past decade, deep learning techniques have become increasingly central to
the field of 3D computer vision. In particular, advancements in the handling of 3D point
cloud data have revolutionized applications in robotics [1–3], autonomous vehicles [4,5],
and other areas dependent on computer vision. Despite the explosive growth in this area,
comprehensive reviews that address recent literature on the processing and application of
3D point cloud data are scarce [6–10].

This paper aims to fill this gap by reviewing the fundamental techniques and recent
progress in deep learning applied to 3D point cloud data, with a focus on classification,
tracking, pose estimation, segmentation, and completion. Here, we examine the mechanism,
architecture, data types, and the current state of the art in each of these areas, including
groundbreaking methodologies, like PoinTr and SnowflakeNet, for point cloud completion.

Moreover, we delve into both traditional and innovative techniques to shed light on
the inherent challenges and potential solutions for processing 3D point cloud data. Our
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paper aims to serve as a valuable reference for future research by summarizing mature
methodologies and offering insights into burgeoning ones. Ultimately, this review strives to
synthesize existing knowledge, identify gaps in current understanding, and, consequently,
pave the way for further innovation in the rapidly evolving field of 3D point cloud data
processing. Figure 1 shows the stages involved to process 3D point cloud data using deep
learning. The first stage is collecting 3D point cloud data using sensors like LiDAR, depth
cameras, or photogrammetry techniques. The acquired data represent the scene or objects
in three-dimensional space. The second stage is data preprocessing which is performed to
prepare the point cloud data for deep learning algorithms. Common preprocessing steps
include data cleaning, noise removal, downsampling, and normalization to ensure consis-
tency and improve data quality. Thirdly, the network architecture defines the structure and
connectivity of the deep learning model. Different architectures can be employed, including
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) adapted for 3D data, Graph Neural Networks
(GNNs), or hybrid models. Architectures are designed based on the specific task, such as
classification, segmentation, object detection, or reconstruction. The next step is training
the deep learning model using labeled or annotated point cloud data. This involves feeding
the point cloud data into the network, computing the loss between predicted and ground
truth labels, and updating the model parameters through backpropagation. Training is
typically performed on a large dataset, and techniques like data augmentation may be used
to improve generalization. Once the model is trained and evaluated, it can be deployed
for inference on new, unseen point cloud data. At the last, post-processing steps can be
applied to refine the output of the model.

Input Data 
Acquisition

Data 
Preprocessing

Network 
Architecture

Model 
Training

Model 
Evaluation

Inference/
Prediction

Post-
processing output

Figure 1. The stages involved to process 3D point cloud data.

Currently, there are many reviews summarizing deep learning on point clouds, for
example, Guo et al. [8] summarized different application in 3D tasks with various methods
and the datasets can be used, but they did not introduce the datasets and the process of the
deep learning. Moreover, Lu et al. [9] and Lahoud et al. [11] introduced the transformers in
3D point clouds and they both described the principle and the application in detail, but none
of them covered deep learning. Furthermore, Xiao et al. [12] presented the unsupervised
point cloud representation learning with deep neural networks. They provided an overview
of common databases and gave an insight into how each approach worked, but they did
not detail the various applications. We addressed four articles with their shortages and
updated them in this review.

To perform the search better, we defined the years of the surveys and reviews from
2017 to 2023 and search the definitions and principles from 2005 to 2020 so that to make our
articles more advanced. Moreover, we defined the key terms “3D points cloud, Transform-
ers, deep learning, representation and application”. Furthermore, after search the articles
with the restrictions, we reviewed the papers and search the databases from these papers.

Our contribution are as follows, we concluded the advantage of each article and
introduce the datasets, principles, different methods in 3D representation, transformers,
and application as detailed as possible. Moreover, our review offers a critical assessment
of the current limitations and challenges in the field, while identifying potential areas
for future research. We also explored groundbreaking methodologies like PoinTr and
SnowflakeNet, accentuating their contributions and potential impact. Additionally, we
discussed the interdisciplinary applications of these techniques, underscoring their wide-
ranging scope and significance.
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2. Background
2.1. Basic Concepts

Three-dimensional single object tracking necessitates an abundance of datasets, typi-
cally collected from a myriad of experiments, for the assessment of performance and other
characteristics. These datasets serve as a common benchmark for evaluating the efficiency
of deep learning algorithms. Various 3D operations such as 3D shape classification, 3D
object detection, and object tracking utilize the datasets listed in Table 1 [8]. There ex-
ist two categories of datasets for 3D shape classification, synthetic datasets [13,14] and
real-world datasets [8,15,16]. Likewise, datasets for 3D object detection and tracking are
divided into two types, indoor scenes [15,17] and outdoor urban scenes [8,18–21]. Various
sensors, including Terrestrial Laser Scanners (TLS) [22], Aerial Laser Scanners (ALS) [23,24],
RGBD cameras [15], Mobile Laser Scanners (MLS) [25–27], and other 3D scanners [8,28],
are employed to gather these datasets for 3D point segmentation.

2.2. 3D Datasets

This section introduces several popular datasets used for evaluating and training
unsupervised point clouds [29]. We classify the datasets into three categories: Detection
and Tracking, Segmentation and Classification, and introduce them in this order. Since
we have listed 26 kinds of datasets, it is very difficult to explain each dataset. We selected
the most commonly used and representative datasets for introduction. To augment the
existing work on learning unsupervised point cloud representations, two types of datasets
are commonly used: real datasets for scenes and synthetic datasets for objects. Among
the real datasets, ScanNet [15] and KITTI [30] are more practical compared to others.
Regarding the synthetic object datasets, ModelNet [13] and ShapeNet [14] are the most
widely used. There exist numerous datasets for specific tasks as well. For instance, the fine-
tuning downstream models can employ the following datasets: For semantic segmentation,
S3DIS [28], ScanNet [15] or Synthia 4D [31] are preferred. For object detection, indoor
datasets such as SUN RGB-D [17] and ScanNet [15] along with outdoor datasets ONCE [32]
are more appropriate. For point cloud classification, ModelNet40 [13], ScanObjectNN [16]
and ShapeNet [14] can be used directly. For part segmentation, ShapeNetPart [14] is the
best option [29]. The aforementioned datasets, along with their corresponding information,
are represented in Tables 1–3.

Table 1. Datasets for 3D detection and tracking.

Name and Reference Year Scene Type Sensors Website

KITTI [30] 2012 Urban (Driving) RGB and LiDAR https://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/ (accessed on 4
July 2023)

SUN RGB-D [17] 2015 Indoor RGB-D https://rgbd.cs.princeton.edu/(accessed on 4 July 2023)
ScanNetV2 [15] 2018 Indoor RGB-D and Mesh http://www.scan-net.org/ (accessed on 4 July 2023)

H3D [33] 2019 Urban (Driving) RGB and LiDAR https://usa.honda-ri.com/h3d (accessed on 4 July 2023)
Argoverse [34] 2019 Urban (Driving) RGB and LiDAR https://www.argoverse.org/ (accessed on 4 July 2023)

Lyft L5 [35] 2019 Urban (Driving) RGB and LiDAR -

A*3D [36] 2019 Urban (Driving) RGB and LiDAR https://github.com/I2RDL2/ASTAR-3D (accessed on 4
July 2023)

Waymo Open [20] 2020 Urban (Driving) RGB and LiDAR https://waymo.com/open/ (accessed on 4 July 2023)
nuScenes [21] 2020 Urban (Driving) RGB and LiDAR https://www.nuscenes.org/ (accessed on 4 July 2023)

https://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/
https://rgbd.cs.princeton.edu/
http://www.scan-net.org/
https://usa.honda-ri.com/h3d 
https://www.argoverse.org/
https://github.com/I2RDL2/ASTAR-3D
https://waymo.com/open/ 
https://www.nuscenes.org/
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Table 2. Datasets for 3D point cloud segmentation.

Name and Reference Year RGB Sensors Website

Oakland [37] 2009 N/A MLS -
ISPRS [23] 2012 N/A ALS -

Paris-rue-Madame [26] 2014 N/A MLS
https:

//people.cmm.minesparis.psl.eu/users/serna/rueMadameDataset.html
(accessed on 4 July 2023)

IQmulus [38] 2015 N/A MLS -
ScanNet [15] 2017 Yes RGB-D http://www.scan-net.org/ (accessed on 4 July 2023)

S3DIS [28] 2017 Yes Matterport http://buildingparser.stanford.edu/dataset.html (accessed on 4 July 2023)
Semantic3D [22] 2017 Yes TLS http://www.semantic3d.net/ (accessed on 4 July 2023)

Paris-Lille-3D [27] 2018 N/A MLS -
SemanticKITTI [25] 2019 N/A MLS http://www.semantic3d.net/ (accessed on 4 July 2023)

Toronto-3D [39] 2020 Yes MLS -

Table 3. Datasets for 3D shape classification.

Dataset Year Type Representation Website

McGill Benchmark [40] 2008 Synthetic Mesh https://www.cim.mcgill.ca/~shape/benchMark/ (accessed on
4 July 2023)

Sydney Urban Objects 2013 Real-World Point Clouds -
ModelNet10 [13] 2015 Synthetic Mesh https://modelnet.cs.princeton.edu/ (accessed on 4 July 2023)
ModelNet40 [13] 2015 Synthetic Mesh https://modelnet.cs.princeton.edu/ (accessed on 4 July 2023)

ShapeNet [14] 2015 Synthetic Mesh https://shapenet.org/ (accessed on 4 July 2023)
ScanNet [15] 2017 Real-World RGB-D http://www.scan-net.org/ (accessed on 4 July 2023)

ScanObjectNN [16] 2019 Real-World Point Clouds -

S3DIS [28]: A widely used dataset for semantic segmentation and scene understand-
ing in indoor environments. The Stanford Large-Scale 3D Indoor Space (S3DIS) dataset is an
extensive collection of over 215 million points scanned from three office buildings, covering
six large indoor areas totaling 6000 square meters. It constitutes a detailed point cloud
representation, complete with point-by-point semantic labels from 13 object categories.
S3DIS is a widely-used dataset for semantic segmentation and scene understanding in
indoor environments. It provides realistic 3D spatial information, making it suitable for
recreating real spaces in cloud-based applications.

ScanNet-V2 [15]: A large-scale dataset of annotated 3D indoor scenes. The ScanNet-V2
dataset emerges from the compilation of more than 2.5 million views from over 1500 RGB-D
video scans. Primarily capturing indoor scenes, such as bedrooms and classrooms, this
dataset enables annotation through surface reconstruction, 3D camera poses, and semantic
and instance labels to facilitate segmentation. ScanNet-V2 is a popular dataset that enables
rich scene understanding and reconstruction in indoor environments. It provides a large-
scale and comprehensive dataset for cloud-based real-space recreation.

SUN RGB-D [17]: A dataset that focuses on indoor scene understanding and semantic
parsing. The SUN RGB-D dataset comprises a collection of single-view RGB-D images
harvested from indoor environments, encompassing residential and complex spaces. It
features 10,335 RGB-D images and 37 categories of 3D oriented object bounding boxes. The
KITTI dataset, a pioneer in outdoor datasets, provides a wealth of data, including over 200 k
3D boxes for object detection across more than 22 scenes, dense point clouds from LiDAR
sensors, and additional modes, such as GPS/IMU data and frontal stereo images [41]. SUN
RGB-D is a benchmark dataset for various tasks, including scene understanding and object
recognition in indoor environments. Its comprehensive annotations make it useful for
recreating accurate real spaces in the cloud.

ONCE [32]: A project focused on developing object-centric navigation algorithms using
catadioptric omnidirectional vision. The ONCE dataset encompasses seven million corre-
sponding camera images and one million LiDAR scenes. It contains 581 sequences, including

 https://people.cmm.minesparis.psl.eu/users/serna/rueMadameDataset.html
 https://people.cmm.minesparis.psl.eu/users/serna/rueMadameDataset.html
http://www.scan-net.org/
http://buildingparser.stanford.edu/dataset.html
http://www.semantic3d.net/
http://www.semantic3d.net/
 https://www.cim.mcgill.ca/~shape/benchMark/
https://modelnet.cs.princeton.edu/
https://modelnet.cs.princeton.edu/
https://shapenet.org/
http://www.scan-net.org/
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10 annotated sequences for testing and 560 unlabeled sequences for unsupervised learn-
ing, thereby offering a benchmark for unsupervised learning and outdoor object detection.
ONCE dataset offers detailed annotations for part-level co-segmentation, making it valuable
for cloud-based real-space recreation that requires accurate part-level understanding.

ModelNet10/ModelNet40 [13]: A benchmark dataset for 3D object classification and
shape recognition. ModelNet, a synthetic object-level dataset designed for 3D classification,
offers CAD models represented by vertices and faces. ModelNet10 provides 3377 samples
from 10 categories, divided into 2468 training samples and 909 test samples. ModelNet40,
around four times the size of ModelNet10, contains 13,834 objects from 40 categories,
with 9843 objects forming the training set and the remainder allocated for testing. Mod-
elNet10/ModelNet40 dataset focuses on object recognition and classification rather than
scene-level understanding or space reconstruction. It might not be directly applicable to
recreating real spaces in the cloud.

ScanObjectNN [16]: A dataset designed for object instance segmentation and semantic
segmentation in large-scale 3D indoor scenes. ScanObjectNN is a real object-level dataset
consisting of 2902 3D point cloud objects from 15 categories, created by capturing and
scanning real indoor scenes. Distinct from synthetic object datasets, the point cloud objects
in ScanObjectNN are not axis-aligned and contain noise. ScanObjectNN dataset specializes
in object instance segmentation and might not be suitable for full scene reconstruction or
real-space recreation in the cloud.

ShapeNet [14]: A large-scale dataset of 3D shape models covering a wide range of
object categories. ShapeNet comprises 55 categories of synthetic 3D objects, collected from
online open-source 3D repositories. Similar to ModelNet, ShapeNet is complete, aligned,
and devoid of occlusion or background. ShapeNet dataset is valuable for object-level
understanding, but they may not directly address full scene reconstruction or real-space
recreation in the cloud.

ShapeNetPart [14]: A subset of the ShapeNet dataset that focuses on fine-grained ob-
ject classification and semantic part segmentation. ShapeNetPart, an extension of ShapeNet,
includes 16,881 objects from 16 categories, each represented by point clouds. Each object
is divided into 2 to 6 parts, culminating in a total of 50 part categories in the datasets.
ShapeNetPart dataset primarily focuses on part-level semantic segmentation of 3D mod-
els rather than real-world spatial reconstruction, limiting its applicability to cloud-based
real-space recreation.

In summary, S3DIS, ScanNet-V2, and SUN RGB-D are datasets that are particularly
well-suited for recreating real spaces in the cloud due to their realistic indoor scene cap-
tures and extensive annotations. ONCE dataset focuses on part-level co-segmentation,
which can contribute to accurate 3D space recreation. However, datasets like Model-
Net10/ModelNet40, ScanObjectNN, ShapeNet, and ShapeNetPart are more suitable for
tasks like object recognition, instance segmentation, and part-level semantic segmentation
in 3D models rather than full-scale real-space recreation.

Despite the numerous datasets available and their massive data volume, publicly
accessible point cloud datasets are still limited. This is due to the countless scenes in life
that cannot be entirely captured, regardless of dataset size. Consequently, the creation of
large-scale, high-quality point cloud data with wide coverage remains a significant future
research topic [29].

2.3. Point Clouds Imaging

In this part, the imaging resolutions of the three methods are introduced and compared
which are LiDAR, Photogrammetry, and Structured Light.

LiDAR systems typically provide high-resolution point clouds. The resolution is
determined by factors such as the laser pulse rate, laser beam width, and scanning pattern.
Higher pulse rates and narrower beam widths generally result in higher imaging resolution.
The benefit of LiDAR is that LiDAR point clouds have high accuracy and can capture
detailed geometric information with fine resolution. They are particularly useful for
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capturing complex scenes and structures. The limitations of LiDAR is that LiDAR systems
can be expensive and require sophisticated equipment. They may have limitations in
capturing color or texture information [42].

The imaging resolution in Photogrammetric point clouds is influenced by factors like
camera sensor resolution, image overlap, and the quality of feature matching algorithms.
Higher-resolution cameras and a larger number of high-quality images generally result in
higher imaging resolution. The benefits of Photogrammetry are that Photogrammetry is
a cost-effective technique, widely accessible through cameras and drones. It can provide
detailed and accurate point clouds with good resolution, color information, and texture
mapping. The limitations of Photogrammetry are that Photogrammetry may have chal-
lenges in capturing accurate depth information, especially in scenes with low texture or
occlusions. It may require careful camera calibration and image processing [43].

Structured light systems project known patterns onto a scene and use cameras to cap-
ture the deformations. The imaging resolution depends on factors such as the number and
complexity of projected patterns, camera sensor resolution, and the accuracy of calibration.
Higher-resolution cameras and more detailed patterns can increase the imaging resolution.
The benefits of Structured light are that Structured light techniques can provide accurate
and detailed point clouds with relatively good resolution. They can capture color and
texture information alongside geometric data. The limitations of Structured light are that
Structured light requires careful system setup and calibration. The resolution and accuracy
can be affected by factors like ambient lighting conditions and the presence of reflective or
glossy surfaces [44,45].

2.4. Point Cloud Transformation Algorithms

In this part, 5 commonly used point cloud transformation algorithms and an overview
of their computational efficiency are introduced and compared, which are Iterative Closest
Point (ICP), Normal Distribution Transform (NDT), Moving Least Squares (MLS), Voxel
Grid Downsampling, and Principal Component Analysis (PCA).

ICP is an iterative algorithm used for point cloud registration and alignment [46].
The computational time of ICP depends on the number of iterations required to converge
and the complexity of distance calculations, typically between (N2) and (N3), where N is
the number of points. ICP can be time-consuming, especially for large point clouds, and
may require initial alignment estimates for convergence. However, there are variants and
optimizations available, such as parallelization and approximate nearest neighbor search,
to improve efficiency [47].

NDT is a technique used for point cloud registration by estimating a probability
distribution of the point data. The computational time of NDT depends on the voxel grid
resolution, typically between (N) and (N2), where N is the number of points. NDT can
be computationally efficient, especially for large point clouds, as it uses voxel grids to
accelerate computations. However, higher grid resolutions increase memory requirements
and may impact processing time [48].

MLS is a method used for point cloud smoothing and surface reconstruction. The
computational time of MLS depends on the radius used for local computations and the
number of neighbors, typically between (NlogN) and (N2), where N is the number of
points. Efficiency Considerations: MLS can be relatively efficient, especially with optimized
data structures like kd-trees for nearest neighbor searches. However, larger radii and denser
neighborhood computations can impact processing time [49].

Voxel grid downsampling is a technique used to reduce the density of point clouds
by grouping points within voxel volumes [50]. The computational time of voxel grid
downsampling is typically (N), where N is the number of points. Voxel grid downsampling
is efficient as it involves spatial partitioning, enabling faster processing of large point clouds.
The processing time is influenced by the size of the voxel grid used.

PCA is a statistical method used for feature extraction and dimensionality reduction in
point clouds [51]. The computational time of PCA depends on the number of dimensions
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and the number of points, typically between (DN2) and (DN3), where D is the number
of dimensions and N is the number of points. PCA can be computationally efficient for
moderate-sized point clouds, but for high-dimensional data, dimensionality reduction
techniques may be required to maintain efficiency [52].

3. The Representation of 3D Model

Pictures and videos usually use the arrangement and combination of pixels to convey
information. Similarly, 3D models also need to realize the overall recognition by various
means. Various representation methods emerge endlessly. In this section, the common
representation are introduced for 3D data, and Figure 2 shows different representation.

3D Representation

Multi-view 
Representation

Depth Images

Point Cloud

Voxels

Meshes

Figure 2. The 3D representation.

Multi-view Representation: This method is the simplest way to show a 3D model.
As we know, 2D model have less representation, also it is easy for observers describing
a 3D model with a single viewpoint. Therefore, a series of 2D capturing from different
viewpoints can be used to show a 3D shape. Because of reducing one dimension, it is
relatively convenient and efficient for the observers to record a 3D shape while shrinking
the size of the data [11,53].

Depth Images: The use of depth images can provide the distance between the camera
and the scene to each pixel. First, depth images can be obtained from multi-view or stereo
images, where a disparity map is calculated for each pixel in the image, but we usually
use the form of RGB-D data to represent such images. Because RGB-D data are composed
of color images and corresponding depth images, depth sensors such as kinect can easily
obtain RGB-D data [54]. Since the object can only be seen from one side, the depth image
cannot describe the shape entirely because the depth image is captured from a viewpoint.
Fortunately, thanks to huge advances in 2D processing, many 2D algorithms can use these
data directly [55]. For instance, depth images can be used to enhance the performance of
2D semantic segmentation algorithms. Semantic segmentation is the task of classifying
each pixel in an image into a category (like “car”, “tree”, “road”). By providing depth
information as an extra channel of input data, along with the traditional RGB channels, the
model can learn to better understand the spatial relations in the scene, which can improve
segmentation results. There are numerous semantic segmentation models, such as U-Net,
SegNet, and DeepLabv3+, that can benefit from the additional depth data. Also, object
detection is another field where depth images can be directly used. Algorithms like R-CNN,
YOLO (You Only Look Once), or SSD (Single Shot MultiBox Detector) can benefit from
depth information to better locate and categorize objects. This becomes particularly useful
in crowded or overlapping scenes where the depth information helps distinguish between
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different objects. Last but not least, algorithms that deal with image restoration tasks,
such as de-noising or super-resolution, can also benefit from depth information. This can
be especially beneficial in scenarios such as restoring old photographs or improving the
quality of images captured in poor lighting conditions. The depth information can provide
additional context about the scene that can assist the model in reconstructing finer details.

Point Cloud: A point cloud is a group of unordered points in 3D space, which are
represented by coordinates on the x, y, and z axes, and from which a specific 3D shape
can be formed [56]. The coordinates of these points can be obtained from one or more
views using a 3D scanner, such as the RGB-D cameras or LiDAR mentioned earlier. At the
same time, RGB cameras can capture color information. These color information can be
selectively superimposed on the point cloud as additional information to enrich the content
expressed by the point cloud. A point cloud is an unordered set, so it differs from the image
usually represented by a matrix. Therefore, a permutation invariant method is crucial for
processing such data, so as to ensure that the results do not change with the order of the
points in the cloud.

Voxels: For a picture, pixels are made up of small squares of an image. These squares
have a clear position and specific color. The color and position of the small squares
determine the appearance of the image. Therefore, we can also define a similar concept
named “voxels” as the pixels. In 3D space, a voxel representation provides information on
regular grid [57,58]. Voxels can be obtained from point clouds in the voxelization process, in
which all features of 3D points within a voxel are grouped for subsequent processing. The
structure of 3D voxels is similar to that of 2D. For example, convolution, in 2D convolution
the kernel slides in 2D, while in 3D convolution the kernel slides in 3D instead of 2D as
in 2D convolution. Since voxels contain a large number of empty volumes corresponding
to the space around the object, in general, the voxel representation is relatively sparse. In
addition, since most capture sensors can only collect information on the surface of an object,
the interior of the object is also represented by empty volume.

Meshes: Unlike voxels, a mesh incorporates more elements and is a collection of
vertices, edges, and faces (polygons) [59]. Its basic components are polygons and planar
shapes defined by the connection of a set of 3D vertices. Point clouds, in contrast, can
only provide vertex locations, but because grids incorporate more elements, they can
contain information about the surface of an object. This way of representing 3D models
is very common in computer graphics applications. Nonetheless, surface information is
difficult to process directly using deep learning methods, and in order to transform the
mesh representation into a point cloud, many techniques pursue sampling points from the
surface [60].

4. 3D Transformer
4.1. 3D Transformer Architecture

The archetypal Transformer model, which employs an encoder–decoder framework, is
illustrated here, where the encoder represents the upper module, and the decoder, the lower.
This section provides a comprehensive introduction to both the encoder and decoder.

In the encoder, we can identify Ne identical blocks, while Nd identical blocks constitute
the decoder. Each block within the encoder comprises a multi-head self-attention sublayer
and a feedforward network. Through the feedforward network, the multilayer perceptron
can efficiently transform the features of each input element. Conversely, the multi-head
self-attention sublayer is capable of capturing the relations between varying input elements.
Post each sublayer, a normalization operation and a residual connection are employed to
further enhance the model’s efficiency.

The decoder follows a similar pattern, with each block adding a multi-head cross-
attention sublayer compared to its encoder counterpart. This decoder block includes a multi-
head cross-attention sub-layer, multi-head self-attention sub-layer, and a feed-forward
network. The multi-head self-attention sublayer is designed to capture the relationship
between different decoder elements, while using the encoder output as the key and value
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of the multi-head cross-attention sublayer to attend to the encoder output. Similarly to the
encoder, a multilayer perceptron can transform the features of each input element via the
feedforward network in the decoder. Moreover, a normalization operation and a residual
connection follow each sublayer in the decoder, mirroring the encoder’s structure.

The architecture of the model is illustrated in Figure 3.

Input
Multi-head 
Attention

Feed-forward 
NetworkAdd and Norm

Positional 
encoding

Add and Norm

Ne

Query embedding

Positional 
encoding

Multi-head 
Attention

Add and Norm

Multi-head 
Attention Add and Norm

Feed-forward 
NetworkAdd and NormFeed-forward 

Networkoutput

Nd

Figure 3. The transformer model.

4.2. Classification of 3D Transformers

In Section 3, we discussed various methods to represent 3D data, including Multi-
view Representation, Depth Images, Point Clouds, Voxels, and Meshes. Each of these
representations can serve as input to 3D transformers. Considering the intrinsic properties
of voxels and points, these entities can be represented interchangeably and parently; that
is, points can be either depicted by voxels or transformed into voxels. Consequently,
some voxel methods can be applied to point clouds to fulfill the requirements of 3D
transformers. Moreover, depending on the differing input formats, two classifications of
methods are generated as illustrated in Figure 4, Voxel-based Transformers and Point-based
Transformers [9]. Voxel-based Transformers contain the VoxSet [61], PVT [62], and SVT-
Net [63]. Point-based Transformers contain two size Transformers. For Uniform Scale, there
are PCTMA-Net [64], PCT [65], and Point-BERT [66]. For Multi-Scale, there are 3DCTN [67],
PPT [68], PT [69], and Stratified Transformer [70]. In this section, we delve into these two
types of transformers to introduce.
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Transformers
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Transformers 
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PCTMA-Net

VoxSeT

PVT

Figure 4. The classification of 3D transformers.

Point-based Transformers: Initially, it should be noted that points follow an irregular
format, unlike the regular structure of voxels. Therefore, during the process of point-to-
voxel conversion, due to the constraints imposed by this regimented format, geometric
information may be inevitably lost to some extent [71,72]. Conversely, given that the point
cloud is the most raw representation, formed by the aggregation of points, comprehen-
sive geometric information is inherent in the point cloud. Consequently, the majority of
Transformer-based point cloud processing frameworks fall under the category of point
Transformer-based. Their architectures are usually bifurcated into two main categories,
Multi-Scale architectures [67–70,73,74] and Uniform Scale architectures [64,65,75–78].

Voxel-based Transformers: 3D point clouds are typically unstructured, which starkly
contrasts with the structure of images. Therefore, conventional convolution operators
cannot process this kind of data directly. However, by simply converting the 3D point
cloud into 3D voxels, this challenge can be easily addressed. The 3D voxel structure bears
similarities to images. As such, many transformer works aim to convert 3D point clouds into
voxel representations [61,62,70,79]. The most commonly employed voxelization method
is outlined as follows [80]. Firstly, the bounding box of the point cloud is systematically
divided into 3D cuboids via rasterization. The voxels containing the points are retained,
thereby generating a voxel representation of the point cloud.

5. Applications

Deep learning has found widespread use in numerous 3D vision applications, mainly
permeating newer domains, such as medical imaging [81], geometry coding [82], sound
creation [83], robotic control and manufacturing [84,85], virtual reality [86], computa-
tional hallucination [87], deep learning-based actuators [88], autonomous vehicles [89], big
data [90], and even in the study of COVID-19 during the pandemic [91] and forecasting
weather patterns and valuable trends [92]. These domains are intimately connected with
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data analytics, accumulation of experience, locational judgment, simulation, and computa-
tion [93,94]. In this section, we will explore automated applications from three perspectives,
object classification, object detection, and pose estimation. To elucidate the applications of
deep learning more effectively, we provide detailed examples that demonstrate the various
application directions of deep learning:

Google’s AlphaGo program triumphed over Lee Sedol in the Go game in 2016, attesting
to deep learning’s robust capacity to learn advanced strategies and memorize diverse paths
to victory. Google’s Deep Dream, apart from classifying images, can also generate bizarre,
artificial drawings drawing upon its own knowledge base. Moreover, the “Lingjing” APP,
which gained significant popularity in China in 2023, can create its own painting style
based on the pictures uploaded by users, and generate new images as per the specifications
provided by users [95]. ChatGPT, known globally, can engage in question-and-answer
interactions with users utilizing its existing knowledge base, build a new knowledge
system according to the information input by users, enrich its knowledge pool, and use it
to respond to and infer more complex user requirements.

There are two types of tasks in application as depicted in Figures 5 and 6.

High-level

Object Detection VoTr

Classification

DT-Net 

Registration DIT

Object Tracking LTTR

PCT

Point Transformer 

MLCVNet

3DETR

PTT

PTTR

Storm

RGM

Segmentation

Point-BERT

PATs

3CROSSNet

Figure 5. The classification of high-level tasks.
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PU-Transformer

Downsampling

LighTN

Completion PCTMA-Net 

PointTr

SnowflakeNet

VQDIF

Figure 6. The classification of low-level tasks.

5.1. 3D Object Detection

The objective of 3D object detection is to predict the rotation bounding box of a 3D
object [18,96–103]. Three-dimensional object detectors demonstrate distinct differences
when compared to 2D detectors. For instance, Vote3Deep [104] leverages feature-centric
voting [105] to efficiently process sparse 3D point clouds on evenly spaced 3D voxels. A
unified feature representation can be produced through the combination of 3D sparse
convolutions and 2D convolutions in the detection head, a requirement that necessitates
VoxelNet [106] to use PointNet [72] within each voxel. Building upon this, SECOND [101]
simplifies the VoxelNet process and makes the 3D convolution sparse [107]. To take it a
step further, PIXOR [108], in order to eliminate costly 3D convolutions, projects all points
onto a 2D feature map equipped with 3D occupancy and point intensity information.
Moreover, to enhance backbone efficiency, PointPillars [97] replaces all voxel calculations
with a columnar representation featuring one elongated voxel for each map location. By
merging multi-view features, MVF [109] and pillar-od [110] can learn a more effective
column representation [111].

Jean Lahoud et al. posit that 3D object detection can be divided into two components,
indoor 3D object detection and outdoor 3D object detection, with different datasets being
employed for each situation [11]. The SUN RGB-D dataset is one of the most commonly
utilized datasets for indoor 3D object detection [17]. It comprises 10,335 RGB-D frames,
each containing 37 oriented bounding boxes and patterns of object classes, with the test set
consisting of 5050 frames and the training set comprising 5285 frames.

In the realm of outdoor 3D object detection, 3D object detection plays a pivotal role in
autonomous driving. The KITTI dataset [18] is one of the most frequently used datasets in
this field due to its precise and clear provision of 3D object detection annotations. The KITTI
dataset encompasses 7518 test samples and 7481 training samples, with standard average
precision being used for easy, medium, and hard difficulty levels. The KITTI dataset enables
the use of either LiDAR or RGB as input, or both. As per Lahoud, methods utilizing LiDAR
information tend to outperform those relying solely on RGB, given that the necessary
3D information is not contained in RGB, rendering it incapable of accurately placing the
bounding box [112,113]. In contrast, Monoflex [114] falls short of the transformer-based
architecture MonoDETR [115].
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For the LiDAR input, PDV [116] demonstrates the best performance in the Easy car
category. It employs 3D sparse convolution computation and uses a self-attention module
to obtain long-range dependencies of grid points. In terms of moderate difficulty, the Voxel
Transformer [79] and the Voxel Set Transformer [61] achieve the best performance. The
methods for 3D object detection are depicted in Figure 7.

3D Object 
Detection

Region 
Proposal-based 

Methods 

Multi-view 
Methods

Segmentation-
based Methods

Other Methods

Figure 7. Methods for 3D object detection.

5.2. 3D Object Classification

Object classification in deep learning pertains to the identification of an object’s cate-
gory or class present in data sources such as images, videos, or other types of data [117].
This involves training a neural network model on a substantial dataset of labeled images,
with each image being associated with a distinct object class. The trained model can subse-
quently be employed to predict the class of objects in novel, unseen images [72,118]. In a
previous discussion, we introduced image classification [119,120], a task that Dening Lu
described as being similar to point cloud classification [9]. However, point cloud classi-
fication does not deal with 2D or 3D images but rather with a set of points in space that
represent a 3D object or scene [121,122].

Point cloud classification [65,69,123,124] strives to classify each point in the cloud
into a predefined set of categories or classes [66,75,125]. This task frequently arises in the
fields of robotics, autonomous vehicles, and other computer vision applications where
sensor data are represented in the form of point clouds. In order to classify a given 3D
shape into a specific category, certain unique characteristics must be identified. Each
object possesses unique shape features that distinguish it from other objects [70]. For
instance, a human would not categorize apples and pears as the same fruit; they apply
the same principle [74,126]. Additionally, 3D classification presents different types. Indoor
classifications typically involve small objects such as fruits, appliances, everyday items,
and furniture. In contrast, outdoor applications commonly classify larger objects like cars,
buildings, and people with varying characteristics moving on the street [73,127].

To perform point cloud classification, a deep learning model is trained on a substantial
dataset of labeled point clouds, with each point in the cloud associated with a specific
class. The model learns to extract relevant features from the point cloud data and classify
each point into its respective category. The methods for 3D object detection are depicted in
Figure 8.
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Data  Structure 
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Figure 8. The methods can be used in 3D classification.

5.3. 3D Object Tracking

Three-dimensional object tracking in deep learning refers to the detection and tracking
of the 3D position and movement of one or multiple objects within a scene over time. This
process involves training a neural network model on an extensive dataset of labeled 3D
objects or scenes, each annotated with its corresponding 3D position and movement over a
period of time [128,129].

The purpose of 3D object tracking is to precisely track the movement of one or multi-
ple objects in real-world environments, a crucial component in various computer vision
applications, such as robotics, autonomous vehicles, and surveillance.

A deep learning model is trained on a large dataset of labeled 3D objects or scenes
for 3D object tracking, with each object or scene annotated according to its respective 3D
position and movement over time. The model learns to extract pertinent features from the
3D data and to track the object’s or objects’ movement in real time. During inference, the
trained model is applied to new, unseen 3D data to track the object’s or objects’ movement
in the scene over time. The model output comprises a set of 3D coordinates and trajectories,
representing the movement of the object or objects in 3D space over time. Figure 9 illustrates
various methods for 3D object tracking [130].

3D Object 
Tracking 

Single Shot 
Methods

BEV-based 
Methods

Point-based 
Methods

Other Methods

Figure 9. Various methods for 3D object tracking.

5.4. 3D Estimation

Three-dimensional pose estimation in deep learning pertains to estimating the 3D
position and orientation of an object or scene from a 2D image or set of 2D images [131].
This process involves training a neural network model on an extensive dataset of labeled
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images and their corresponding 3D poses, with each pose representing the position and
orientation of the object or scene in 3D space [132].

Three-dimensional pose estimation aims to accurately estimate the 3D pose of an
object or scene in real-world settings, a key aspect in various computer vision applications,
such as robotics, augmented reality, and autonomous vehicles [133–135].

To perform 3D pose estimation, a deep learning model is trained on an extensive
dataset of labeled images and their corresponding 3D poses [136]. The model learns to
extract pertinent features from the 2D images and estimate the 3D pose of the object or
scene. During inference, the trained model is applied to new, unseen images to estimate
the 3D pose of the object or scene in real-time. The model output comprises a set of 3D
coordinates and orientations, representing the position and orientation of the object or
scene in 3D space [137].

5.5. 3D Segmentation

Three-dimensional segmentation [138,139] in deep learning involves dividing a 3D
object or scene into meaningful parts or regions [118,140,141]. This process necessitates
training a neural network model on an extensive dataset of labeled 3D objects or scenes,
with each object or scene segmented into its constituent parts or regions. The trained model
can then predict segmentation labels for new, unseen 3D data [72,142–144].

In point cloud 3D segmentation [145], the goal is to partition a 3D point cloud into
distinct regions based on their semantic meaning. This task is vital in robotics, autonomous
vehicles, and other computer vision applications where sensor data are represented in the
form of point clouds [92,146–148]. For instance, point cloud segmentation can be employed
to identify different parts of a car, such as wheels, doors, and windows [107,144,149].

To execute point cloud 3D segmentation, a deep learning model is trained on an
extensive dataset of labeled point clouds, with each point in the cloud associated with a
specific semantic label [150]. The model learns to extract pertinent features from the point
cloud data and segment points into different regions based on their semantic meaning. The
model output is a set of labels corresponding to different regions of the point cloud, which
can be used for further analysis and processing [92,151,152]. Figure 10 showcases methods
for 3D segmentation.

3D Point Cloud 
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Segmentation

Part 
Segmentation

Hybid Methods

Point-based 
Methods

Projection-based

Multi-view 
Representation

Spherical 
Representation

Semantic 
Segmentation

Discretization-
based

Proposal-free 
Methods

Proposal-based 
Methods

Pointwise MLP 
Methods

Point 
Convolution 

Methods

Graph-based 
Methods

Figure 10. Methods for 3D segmentation.
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5.6. 3D Point Cloud Completion

Three-dimensional point cloud completion in deep learning pertains to reconstructing
missing or incomplete 3D point cloud data. This process involves training a neural network
model on a comprehensive dataset of incomplete point clouds, where each point cloud lacks
some points or possesses incomplete information. The trained model can then generate
complete point clouds from new, incomplete point cloud data [151].

The purpose of 3D point cloud completion is to recover the missing information within
the point cloud and create a comprehensive 3D representation of the object or scene. This
task holds significant importance in robotics, autonomous vehicles, and other computer
vision applications where sensor data may be incomplete or noisy. For instance, point cloud
completion can generate a comprehensive 3D map of a scene, even when some parts of the
scene are obscured or missing due to sensor limitations.

To perform 3D point cloud completion, a deep learning model is trained on an exten-
sive dataset of incomplete point clouds, each paired with a corresponding complete point
cloud. The model learns to extract relevant features from the incomplete point cloud data
and generate missing or incomplete points to reconstruct a comprehensive 3D represen-
tation of the object or scene. The model’s output is a complete point cloud, available for
further analysis and processing.

PoinTr [153] introduces a novel perspective by transforming point cloud completion
into a set-to-set translation task. In this approach, the input point cloud can be represented
as a set of local points, termed “point proxies”. Leveraging these point proxies along
with intelligent prediction, missing parts of the point cloud can be generated, thereby
accomplishing completion.

Conversely, Xiang et al. [154] proposed a distinct approach from PoinTr. Their primary
concept perceives the point cloud completion task as a snowflake-like growth of 3D points,
hence the introduction of SnowflakeNet. This approach focuses more on restoring fine
geometric details of the complete point cloud, such as edges and surfaces. The Snowflake
Point Deconvolution (SPD) is capable of generating multiple points from any given point,
capturing contextual and spatial information from the aggregated points effectively.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

This review provides a comprehensive overview of the latest advancements in the
deep learning-based processing and application of 3D point cloud data, with a particu-
lar emphasis on classification, tracking, pose estimation, segmentation, and completion.
Through our synthesis of recent studies, we have highlighted the choice of model archi-
tectures, learning algorithms, and the diversity of application domains that have seen
significant progress.

Three-dimensional point cloud data processing, underpinned by deep learning tech-
niques, is advancing rapidly and has vast potential across multiple disciplines. From
an industrial perspective, techniques such as point cloud completion and segmentation
are increasingly applied in robotics, autonomous vehicles, and other computer vision
applications, and they exhibit immense developmental prospects in commercial markets.

Recent literature emphasizes the importance of fine-tuning these techniques to address
real-world challenges, for instance, recovering fine geometric details in point cloud comple-
tion or ensuring accurate pose estimation in complex environments. The introduction of
transformative approaches like PoinTr and SnowflakeNet signal a new era in the field and
provide promising directions for future research.

Further research in deep learning techniques for 3D point cloud data processing can
focus on several areas. There is a need to improve the robustness of models to handle
noisy and incomplete point cloud data, as well as challenging scenarios like occlusions and
cluttered environments [155,156]. Techniques that enhance model resilience and enable
reliable processing in real-world conditions are essential. In addition, transfer learning [157]
and domain adaptation [158] methods can address the scarcity of labeled datasets by
leveraging pre-trained models on large-scale 3D datasets and transferring the learned
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knowledge to new tasks or domains with limited labeled data. This approach can enhance
the efficiency and generalization capabilities of models. Furthermore, there is a demand
for developing explainable [159] and interpretable [160] models to gain insights into the
decision-making process of deep learning models for 3D point cloud data. Exploring
techniques that provide explanations and interpretations of model outputs can enhance
transparency and trustworthiness in critical applications. Therefore, further research in
these areas will contribute to the advancement and practical applicability of deep learning
techniques in 3D point cloud data processing.

The limitations of the research include possible biases in the literature selection due
to chosen search literatures and databases, the challenge of covering all aspects of deep
learning techniques for 3D point cloud data processing in a single review, and the subjective
nature of the evaluation and identification of future research areas based on the author’s
perspective and interpretation of the literature.

The authors maintain a positive outlook on the future of this technology, especially in
application areas demanding high-quality 3D perception, such as autonomous driving and
robotics. This review, by summarizing the current knowledge and identifying areas that
warrant further investigation, aspires to foster new ideas and facilitate the next wave of
breakthroughs in the rapidly progressing domain of 3D point cloud data processing.
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